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MUSIC for THREE TREBLE INSTRUMENTS

ABOUT THIS BOOK
These arrangements have been designed to be used by the following instruments:

Part 1  Flute or Oboe or Violin
Part 1  Clarinet in Bb
Part 2  Flute or Oboe or Violin
Part 2  Clarinet in Bb
Part 3  Viola
Part 3  Violin
Part 3  Clarinet in Bb
Part 3  Alto Flute in G
Part 3  English Horn or French Horn in F
Score  (Parts 1-3 in C)

MORE MUSIC AVAILABLE
Choose from 10 Collections

Wedding & Classical Favorites
Sacred & Spiritual Music
Christmas Favorites
MUSIC AVAILABLE from LAST RESORT MUSIC

SOLOS
SACRED SOLO SERIES
TRADITIONAL CHRISTMAS SOLO SERIES
INTERMEDIATE CHRISTMAS SOLO SERIES
INTERMEDIATE SOLO SERIES
RECITAL SOLO SERIES
WEDDING SOLO SERIES
CONTEMPORARY SOLO SERIES
(All With Piano Accompaniment)

DUETS
MUSIC for TWO
Duets for 2 Like Instruments - 2 Volumes
Available for Flutes, Oboes, Clarinets, Bassoons
Violas, Violas, Cellos
French Horns, Trumpets or Trombones

MUSIC for TWO
Duets for 2 Mixed Instruments - 8+ Volumes
Flute or Oboe or Violin & Cello or Bassoon
Flute or Oboe or Violin & Viola
Flute or Oboe or Violin & Clarinet
Flute or Oboe or Violin & Flute or Oboe or Violin
Viola & Cello or Bassoon
Clarinet & Cello or Bassoon
Cello or Bassoon & Cello or Bassoon

INTERMEDIATE MUSIC for TWO
Duets for 2 Mixed Instruments - 3 Volumes
Flute or Oboe or Violin & Cello or Bassoon
Flute or Oboe or Violin & Clarinet
Flute or Oboe or Violin & Flute or Oboe or Violin
Flute or Oboe or Violin & Viola

CHAMBER SERIES
AN EVENING AT MCMILLISTERS for Woodwind Quintet
OVERTURE FROM PULCINELLA for Woodwind Quintet
VILLAINS & SWEETHEARTS for String Quartet
AN ARC OF CONVERGENCE for Violin & French Horn
CLASSICAL GAS for String Quartet with optional guitar

MIDDLE FIDDLER MUSIC
(Distributed by LRMP)
DeBERIOT'S SIX SPANISH AIRS, Op. 113 for String Duet
BASICALLY BAROQUE for String Trio
HAYDN'S FOUR LONDON TRIOS for String or Wind Trio
SOUND THE TRUMPET! for Trumpet with String Trio
BRIDGE TO ROMANCE for String Quartet
OPERA ODYSSEY for String Quartet
PEARLS OF THE BAROQUE for String Quartet
SIX BRANDENBURG CONCERTOS for String Quartet

TRIOS
MUSIC for THREE 9 Volumes & 11 Collections
Volume 1 & 2 Baroque, Classical & Romantic Favorites
Volume 3 Sacred, Spirituals & Traditional Jewish
Volume 4 Rags & Waltzes
Volume 5 Late 19th & Early 20th Century Favorites
Volume 6 Opera Favorites
Volume 7 Irish Music, Fiddle Tunes & Traditional Pop
Volume 8 More Baroque, Classical & Romantic
Christmas Volume: Traditional Christmas Music
Collections: Tangos, Pop Christmas, Patriotic Songs,
España, Leroy Anderson, Cole Porter, Gershwin,
Klezmer Dances, Música de México, Nutcracker

All trio volumes have interchangeable parts for
strings or winds with optional keyboard or guitar

MUSIC for THREE TREBLE INSTRUMENTS
10 Collections
Trio arrangements for Flute Trio, Violin Trio, 2 Violins & Viola,
Clarinet Trio, and more!

INTERMEDIATE MUSIC for THREE
3 Volumes - Volume 1, 2 & Christmas Favorites
Trio arrangements in progressive order of difficulty
with interchangeable parts for strings, woodwinds,
saxophones, brass & keyboard or guitar

QUARTETS
MUSIC for FOUR 5 Volumes & 6 Collections
Volume 1 & 2 Baroque, Classical & Romantic Favorites
Volume 3 Rags & Waltzes
Volume 4 Late 19th & Early 20th Century Favorites
Christmas Volume: Traditional Christmas Music
Collections: Pop Christmas, Tangos and More,
Romance!, Early Popular Favorites, & Nutcracker

All quartet volumes have interchangeable parts for
strings or winds with optional keyboard or guitar

INTERMEDIATE MUSIC for FOUR
3 Volumes - Volume 1, 2 & Christmas Favorites
Quartet arrangements in progressive order of difficulty
with interchangeable parts for strings, woodwinds,
saxophones, brass & keyboard or guitar

MUSIC for FOUR BRASS 3 Volumes
Volume 1 Baroque, Classical & Romantic Favorites
Volume 2 Sacred Music & Spirituals
Christmas Volume: Traditional Christmas Music
Quartet Arrangements with interchangeable parts
including optional French Horn & keyboard or guitar

MUSIC for FOUR FLUTES - 2 Volumes
MUSIC for FOUR CELLOS - 2 Volumes
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